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SUMMARY:
Osiris was a universal god known all over the world by different names. He was
the first Christ long before the days of Jesus and Chrisna. His equivalent entity in
India was Rama. He lived in Atlantis as its first priest-king. Filial rivalry caused him
to leave Atlantis even before it fell and relocate to West Africa, a nearby land.
There he build a city among the native Igbo cave-men and settled among them in
anonymity and peace. But it was not to last because soon his fame reached world
wide and trouble came calling. Atlantis fell but Osiris, whom the native Igbo forest
people called Eshi (from the raot of the word Sirius), recorded the knowledge of
Atlantis on stone and hid them (365 of them) in forests of ancient Nigeria. Edgar
Cayce's Readings confirm this. Osiris also left writings on bronze and copper,
which were excavated in the 1950s by a young British archaeologist, called
Thurstan Shaw. The goods found there would have filled an entire museum, yet it
was not even a piece of the ice berg. A monarch's grave was found who wore a
regalia beaded with a whooping 111,000 coloured carnelian (glass) beads, a
crescent copper crown with lozenge and zigzag cuttings, a cop per breast-plate,
beaded armbands, anklets made of raws of copper spirals. This was certainly no
ordinary mortal, nor was Igbo Ukwu an ordinary civilization, but one of
international ramifications, which must be sought in mythology and world History
books. We therefore began the process of analysing the finds and the emblems in
order to figure out whether Igbo Ukwu could weil be that Pre-historic city which
Osiris was reputed to have built in the Forest in the days of the Deluge - It was.
Igbo Ukwu was in fact ancient Heliopolis, the capital of mythological Egypt
otherwise known as Punt/Panchea.
The term Negro is derived fram an ancient word Nagas, designating the most ancient
Black race that populated the continents of Africa and, originally, also of Atlantis, who,
according to legend, migrated from a sunken continent wh ich in ancient records was known as
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The Grand Conspiracy to Oe-throne the Serpents of Wisdom:

Laird Scranton in The Science of the Dogon (2006) observed that in Egypt as in Dogon
mystery traditions, the serpent motif is associated with the Sirius constellation of stars wh ich is
said to be the seat of the god-government of our universe. The god-stars of Sirius exert every
influence on our solar system and all gods are said to be accountable to the Elders' Council
sitting in the Sirius star system! Much has been written on Sirius and its influence on the
civilizations of the world, especially Egypt and we have no intention of digressing into that. Our
interest however, is that the Naga Serpents of Wisdom are said to be ministers trom Sirius
whose mission is to save earth fram those renegade gods whom the Hebrew Bible calls
'Nephilim' and make it a paradise for god-men. At the height of the wars with the Nephilim,
these god-men (some say 'extraterrestrials') were said to have taken refuge underground and
created labyrinthine palaces there while the Nephilim and their followers took over the earth's
surface. Soon the Nephilim devised a plan to cast the serpents in the mould of evil along with
their black complexion, their Abzu/Nether-world abode and their underground habitations
became the location of hell. This lie was craftily woven into the fabric of the religious beliefs
they gave to gullible humanity, while Truth was forced to go underground and was coded as
"forbidden knowledge" before the religions of the world. How was this achieved? R. T. Rundie
Clark quoted in Myth and Symbol in Ancient Egypt " an Egyptian myth ... similar to the Dogon
story of the killing of the serpent that teils about the turn around of the attitude toward the
formerly revered serpents fram worship to vilification" (Laird Scranton, 2006, p. 182). Randle
Clark's revelations in this regard confirm our earlier suggestion that Ra sojourned in Igbo land
during his 1,000 year long exile as Eri, and that when his attempt to enforce his rule over the
sons

of the

Goddess

failed,

he

plotted

a

coup

de

grace

against

their

leader

Khem/Obatala/Ham/Rama and against their Mother, the Great Goddess. We quote from R. T.
Rundie Clark:
This god (Le. Atum hidden name of Ra) ... [summoned Geb to
himself]. When Geb [his son] had come to him, he said: 'Take
care of the serpents wh ich are [under] you. Behold they showed
respect to me while 1 was down there [in the Abzu]. But now you
have learned their nature. Praceed to the place where Father
Nun is, tell him to keep guard over the serpents, whether in the
earth or in the water... Now their lot is to be in the world forever.
But beware of the magical speils which their mouths know, for
Hike: Power ... is therein. But knowledge is in you. It will not
come about that I, in my greatness will have to keep guard over
them as 1once did, but 1will hand them over to your son Os iris so
that he can watch over their children and the hearts of their
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fathers be made to forget. Thus advantage can come from them
out of what they perform for love of the whole world (as in the
example of Jesus), thraugh the magical power that is in them.
(Clark, 1995, p. 243-244).
Indeed Osiris as the Christ revealed in The Nag Hammai Scriptures ("Three Forms
of First Thought" that he allowed himself to be born among the sons of chaos "1 hid in them
untill revealed myself to my brethren". Ra and Geb must have thought that Osiris was truly one
of them and gave him charge over the African Serpent Nagas of Igbo land (lgbo means 'Forest
People'). But Osiris soon made his home there and taught these cave men whom Thoth in The
Emerald Tablets of Thoth the Atlantean (edited by Doreal) calls "the hairy Barbarians". This was

the original Egypt of mythology and these events actually happened in mythical Punt/Panchea
- an outpost and rival of Atlantis then also located off the shores of West Africa according to
Plato's Timaeus and Critias. which according to our findings was located in West African in a
place then and now called Biafra in Old Maps of Africa. The time was 12,000 to 10,000 B.C. by
Egyptian records (see the works of Zechria Sitchen and Edgar Cayce's, Cayce on Atlantis for
dating). Osiris was eventually exiled fram Atlantis. The detail of this part of his life story is told
in greater detail in the Hindu Ramayana epic by Valmiki, for Osiris/Khem was the same person
whom the Dravidian Indians call Rama or Yama, the god of Death.
As Khem, known in the Bible as Ham/ Osiris was said to have built the first post-Deluge City in
the forest (The Hebrew Book of Jubilees), so was Rama said to have built a city in the forest that
was visited by Masters/Shaman from all over the world. Greek Historians Herodotus, Diodoru s
and Homer say that Panchea (Western Ethiopia) was a dwelling place of gods and holy men,
inhabited by dwarfs who were literate and were all wizards. Their dressing was raffia and
woven cloth, died blue. Raffia skirt was a trademark of Obatala/Nigerian Osiris (see Plate 3).
They bore facial scarifications (plate 3b, 4a, 4b) and horse-tails as symbols of nobility. ALL
THESE, WIHOUT ANY EXCEPTION, WERE FOUND IN PRE-COLONIAL IGBO CULTURE. In fact the
Igbo ancestral god, Eshi, whom the Yoruba call Obatala was known by the X-shaped facial
scarificaion (plate 3b; X is the mark of the Christ in the Middle East and of the letters Kh (Khem)

ICh (Christ/Chi) in Egypt, in Ogam and in Christendom) and by the raffia cloth of palm fronds,
for in Egypt and in ancient Nigeria, Osiris/Eshi/ Obalata was the god associated with the pa/m

tree - the tree of oracles (plate 3,3b).
IGBO GOD, ESHI/OSIRIS - THE INVENTOR OF OGAM:
Eshi, whom the Yoruba call Obatala was known, even among the Yoruba tribe of Nigeria, by his
facial scarification, which is captured by Phillips Stephens in his book The Stone Images of Esie
(plate 3, 3b; 1978). In previous articles on the subject of Ogam, we have drawn similarities
between Ogam and Igbo /chi facial scarification. But here in this image is clearly preserved
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fact that

original source was among the

the use of this particular symbol by

authors in marking their stones was intended as an indication of their NigerianjBantu origin,
because Kwa land, according to iinguists, is the origin and source of the Bantu migrations that
populated almost all of Sub-Saharan Africa.
The city which KushjKhemjOsirisjRama built in the forest, was excavated by Thurstan
Shaw in the

But Shaw, either

not perhaps know what he had
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up,or

because of the colonial conspiracy to keep Africans backward, did not reveal that Igbo Ukwu
was a city. Before Shaw, Igbo Ukwu had been giving up buried treasures of pottery, bronze and
copper. This was revealed to our research team by the natives. After Shaw, Igbo Ukwu has
continued to give up buried treasures whenever a cistern is being dug in any part of the town,
even to this very day. This is how we know that Igbo Ukwu was a city. Igbo Ukwu has remained
outside the realm of living memory for no one has any knowledge of its existence. A city wiped
from memory and from History was a lost city, a piece of mythology - in other words from
'time immemorial'. We have done comparative analysis of Igbo Ukwu's rich pottery and bronze
inscriptions with the ancient inscriptions of the Middle East including Egypt (coupled with the
nearby located monoliths and their inscriptions) and come to the conclusion that Igbo Ukwu
inscriptions birthed those ofthe Middle East and Egypt. Besides all the metal and pottery items
found in Igbo Ukwu which include the beetle, the scorpion, the serpent and serpent's tooth
(canine teeth), the ape, the fish, the inter-wined serpents, twin eggs, double headed serpents,
the phoenix bird brooding twin eggs, etc., etc. are all symbols associated with Egyptian gods
and mythological origins! (See The Lost Testament). Even a model of the Egyptian Benben was
found in Igbo Ukwu (see The Lost Testament).
Egyptian Nephilim gods eventually used their cosmic knowledge to suppress the magical
powers of the sons of the Mother Goddess in Egypt and in the Middle East. Igbo land and its
culture suffered the same fate as their god, Osiris. Their mother goddess religion which was
planted in Egypt and the Aegean by the fo"owers of Os iris and a" over Europe, even the
Americas was snuffed out tota"y, through massacre after massacre, the most recent being that
of the Hyksos in Egypt and the Exodus that gave rise to a blooming civilization in the Aegean.
The Nephilim sought to replace the religion of the goddess with that of a male god. The result
was the Abraham experiment and the utter denigration and extermination of the Kwa fo"owers
of Osiris their culture, their knowledge and their true identity and place in the world. The origin
of the Jews in Panchean Igbo land is the subject of a number of chapters in our book The Lost

Testament of the Ancestors of Adam (2010). Oriental scholar Ralph Ellis in Eden in Egypt upheld
the thesis that the Jewish and traditions were origina"y from Egypt. Our thesis is that Egypt's
cultural, linguistic and mythical origins lay in Igbo land, in Panchea/Punt, which is where th e
indirect roots of the Hebrews and of their Semitic Language also lie.
The serpent (plate 1) is, as we a" know, the symbol of Wisdom and of Healing (Moses
invoked it for healing). How can it also be evil? The serpent has been held in reverence by
ancient peoples as long as man has been on the planet. Even the Igbo a people whose pri mat
origins lie in aperiod known in their mythology as "the Eternal Day, when there was neither
night, sleep, toiling nor suffering; a time when man walked with God in communion" (Adiele
Afigbo, Igbo History and Society, edited, Toyin Falola, 2005), venerate the serpent. There are
more serpent artefacts among the Igbo Ukwu bronzes excavated by archaeologist, Thurstan
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ruling family

(Edgar Evans Cayce: Edgar Cayce on Atlantis, 1999). We submit that the 'natives' who
populated 'Egypt' before the Atlanteans arrived were Black West Africans and that the royal
Priest who first ruled Egypt was the same person after whom Egypt took its name 'Khemet',
that the monoliths of Ikom and the lost city of Igbo Ukwu were creations of these ancient
Egyptians (Puntites) about whom Cayce had written that the priest-king had commissioned
records of Atlantis to be carved on stone by a special electric device and hidden in a number of
places on earth around 10,500 and 10,000 B.C. (Cayce on Atlantis, Chapter 5). This priest-king
was Ham, otherwise called Khem! And we have demonstrated in most of our Adam books, th at
this Egyptian ruling famHy of Ham spoke the Igbo language. We tracked the origins of language
to the beings from Sirius. But that is the subject of another article. Ancient Nigeria mythologies
meet with Cayce's readings, but also Hindu and Egyptian mythology in saying that a priest King
was banished from his rightful throne in favour of his junior brather. Obatala and Oduduwa in
Nigeria, Osiris and Seth in Egypt, Rama and his junior brather in India fit into the duo. Cayce's
hera Ra-ta was obviously Ra-ma, the founder of the Great Bha-Rath (India) empire, otherwise
called Maha Bharatha, and suggests that the great kingdom of India/Bharat was, as evidenced
fram accumulated evidence, the same kingdom of Osiris.

Plate 1; Brnndsbutt
Ogam in UK.

Plate 2: Ikom monolith, Nigeria, whose name speils KHEM .
Note the Ogam-like markings.
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Plate 3: Image of Igbo ancestor Obatala (right)
and his wife Yemoja dressed in palm-frond leaves.
Courtesy Stevens Phillips.

Plate 3b: Kush/Osiris as Obatala/Eshi with the
facial scarification borne only by the Igbo
people of Nigeria, in which are embedded
the five basic lines of Ogam, slanting & straight!
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Plate 3C: The development of Ogam from Igbo !chi faeial
scarifieation invented by the ancient Nigerian god Eshi/Obatala,
the loeal equivalent of Egyptian god Khem/Osiris .

Plate 4a: Igbo Ukwu excavated bronze,
Priest-king with Obatala/Eshi faeial
searifieation and erown.
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Plate 4b: The winged falcon, sun and moon 
facial scarification of Igbo Ozo (Lord) Initiates
(Ogam-like slanting and straight lines)

Plate Sa : (Maumanorig Ogam, UK)
This equal -armed cross inscribed in a
circle is found on a Ogam piece in UK. It is
the symbol of Igbo Ozo and of Kwa land
(see plates Sb and 6).
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Plate Sb: The Equal-armed
cross in a cirele on a monolith of
Ikom, alandmark of Kwa land - the
Center ofthe earth.

Plate 6: The equal-armed cross in a cirele
on an Igbo traditional seat for Ozo priest-kings.
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